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ABOUT VACARDA DESIGN ABOUT VACARDA DESIGN 

Vacarda Design, founded by Tanya Vacarda in 

2018, is a creative surface design studio that spe-

cialises in high-end artisan wall coverings, décor 

and artwork with a serious textural appeal. Using 

Italian plasters and her own unique technique, 

Tanya creates exceptional artistic finishes and 

products that have the flexibility and mobility 

that a modern and more fluid way of life de-

mands. 

Each project is an exploration of tactility and the 

aesthetic and therapeutic value of handmade 

products.  Our tactile senses are not often stimu-

lated in the indoor environment; we rarely enjoy 

the sensations and healing effects that touch can 

give. The enhanced handmade texture of Vacar-

da’s pliable plaster finishes invites the simple act 

of touch and adds another sensory dimension to 

interiors. A touch encourages a pause, and a 

pause is the closest thing to meditation.  
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What we do 

Quite simply, we reinvent a traditional ma-

terial and plastering techniques to make 

luxurious wall coverings for the modern 

environment. 

 We design and craft eye-catching tactile 

surface finishes, including:  

 à themed murals  

à plaster sheets and panels  

à beautifully tactile wall décor  

à and artwork  

  
that exhilarate the senses and transform 

spaces. Each piece we make is bespoke. 

 

 

  

 
.  
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Pliable Plaster 

The pliable plaster project is the result of a 

long and determined effort to find a solu-

tion to a problem. It was fuelled by a passion 

for authentic tactile finishes and the desire 

to find a functional and reusable alternative 

to current laborious methods of creating 

textured finishes on site. The result is a thin, 

pliable and shippable wall covering with an 

authentic texture that gives a new aesthetic 

twist and purpose to a traditional material 

like interior plaster. Pliable plaster is a beauti-

fully tactile artisan finish which can be relo-

cated and reused without compromising on 

beauty or form. It has the versatility that the 

modern nomadic way of life demands. 

 

 

 

  

 
.  
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wall coverings and panels 

Our wall coverings have the best of both: the arti-

san luxury of a beautiful tactile finish and the ease 

of use.  

We craft our finishes with authentic materials, giv-

ing them the strength, breathability and durability 

of a real wall plaster finish. Being only one mm 

thick, the pliable plaster sheet is flexible enough to 

be rolled and applied on a wall just like wallpaper, 

saving you project time and adding an artistic value 

to your walls. The best part is that our textured wall 

coverings can be reused. With the right adhesive, 

the product can be removed from the wall and re-

applied to a different surface. 

Pliable plaster wallcoverings come in custom sizes. 

The sheets are perfect for creating a timeless pan-

elled look, a feature wall or a plastered texture wall 

look. 

 

 

See more design options in our Catalogue and 

at www.vacardadesign.com/wall-coverings 

Textured moss  finish 

Catalogue page 3 

https://www.vacardadesign.com/wall-coverings
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Textured moss  finish 

Catalogue page 3 
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Natural  Clay  finish 
Yellow  skies  finish 

Catalogue page 4 
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Blush  & nude  finish Weathered  brown  finish 

Catalogue page 5 Catalogue page 5 
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Grey  Stone  finish aurora  stripes  finish 

Catalogue page 3 Catalogue page 3 
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PLASTER murals 

  Using traditional artisan techniques and 

our artistic vision, we create the murals 

with a definitive texture appeal that in-

dulge the senses. 

Each design is crafted by hand with the 

finest-quality decorative plaster that is 

carefully, layer by layer, fused with a wo-

ven base. 

Just like our wall coverings, the murals 

come in a thin pliable plaster sheet. 

Craftsmanship elevated to art  
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Perennials 

Made with layers of decorative plaster and 

finished with the gold leaf, the raised flo-

ral design has a strong 3D texture effect. 

Catalogue page 9 
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Perennials  mural 

Catalogue page 9 
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aurora 

The Aurora design, in autumnal shades of 

soft violet and brown, captures the col-

ours of the late autumn sunsets.  

Catalogue page  8 
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Aurora mural 

Catalogue page 8 
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Jardin’s Secret  

More a painting than a wall mural, this 

work has the distinctive texture that follows 

the floral pattern. 

Catalogue page  8 
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Jardin’s secret finish 

Catalogue page 8 
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The Mournes 

The inspiration for this design, featuring soft pastel 

shades of grey, brown, pink and blush, came from 

the stunning outline of the Mournes Mountains in 

County Down where the studio is based. 

Catalogue page  9 
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The  mournes  finish 

Catalogue page 9 
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Blush storm 

This dramatic mural in blush, taupe and cold grey colours 

is reminiscent of the atmospheric formations, the design 

that will make any wall a stand-out interior feature.  

The design can also be made in custom colours. 

Catalogue page 10 
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Blush  storm  finish 

Catalogue page 10 
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PLASTER KILIMS AND WALL HANGINGS 

The idea of plaster “kilims” came from the 

South-East European tradition of decorating 

walls with rugs. Kilims offered texture, lush pat-

terns and colours to otherwise plain, white-

washed walls and were easy to move around. 

Tanya Vacarda marries this custom with anoth-

er traditional wall material, Italian plaster, to 

create a visually stunning product.  

Each tapestry is handmade from start to finish, 

including stitching and embroidery. 

. 
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JUNGLE SUNSET KILIM 

This multi-layered palm leaf design kilim is framed 

with pure cotton and goose feather trims, hand-

stitched to the cotton base, and lined with the top 

quality Irish linen. 

Catalogue page  13 
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Jungle sunset kilim 

Catalogue page 13 
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Autumn blossom  

Burnt ochre, natural grey and brown colour tones 

dominate in this hanging,  reminisced of the autumn 

foliage falling in the wind. The work is embellished with 

silk petals, hand stitched to the plastered canvas. 

Catalogue page  13 
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Autumn b lossom  hanging 

Catalogue page 13 
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Autumn  blossom  hanging  

Catalogue page 13 
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fine artwork 

Made on canvas, Japanese linen and solid sub-

frame base, rectangular, circular and a noren 

style hanging, Tanya Vacarda’s artworks are tac-

tile, touchable and very versatile in their form, 

style and finish.   

 In her fine creations, Tanya often uses uncon-

ventional materials like wool yarn, dry grass and 

foliage to create the works of a distinctive texture 

with a strong reference to the natural organic 

world. 

  

  

Explore more works in Vacarda Design Cata-

logue and at www.vacardadesign.com/art 

 

 

ON THE SHORES 

Catalogue page  14 

https://www.vacardadesign.com/wall-coverings
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On the shores 

Catalogue page  14 
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AMETHYST  

Catalogue page  15 
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DYPTICH IN GOLD 

Catalogue page  16 
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DYPTICH IN GOLD 

Catalogue page  16 
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BESPOKE WORK AND DESIGN 

The versatility of the pliable plaster allowed us 

to use it in such bespoke projects as a lamp 

shade cover and furniture panelling.  The stu-

dio is constantly looking for creative collabora-

tion opportunities that explore of the textured 

plaster surfaces beyond the traditional use. 

 The studio also offers custom design services 

to suit almost any project style requirements, 

including the design of surfaces for other fur-

nishing products. A wallpaper, upholstery or a 

decorative panel, we develop stunning organic 

texture & colour patterns for bespoke product 

printing.  

PRIVATE  COMMISSION  DECORATIVE  PANEL 
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PLIABLE  PLASTER  SHEET  FOR  SECRETCAPE 
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Concrete Jungle  plaster tapestry  

A private commission plaster tapestry with a layered land-

scape design, featuring a weathered concrete texture and 

subtle blush and green colours.  
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Wallpaper design 

A private commission wallpaper mural. The 

wallpaper design is the fragment of the 

Jardin’s Secret plaster mural. 
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Custom lampshade cover 

This commission table lampshade cover was made 

with the pliable plaster sheet, featuring hand-

stitched embroidery and applied to the PVC lining. 
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Vacarda Design 

hello@vacardadesign.com 

www.vacardadesign.com   

+44 (0)2895 609 409 

Instagram: @vacardadesign 

 

Location: 

Holywood, County Down 

United Kingdom 

Contacts 

mailto:hello@vacardadesign.com

